Figure 1-1
EXISTING SEWER AREA
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□□□ Existing Sewer Service Area *

X On-site SSD Problem Area Identified From Comprehensive Plan

* Map shows approximate limits of existing, approved, and proposed sewer service. Some streets and sections within the delineated areas may not be sewered.
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- Existing Sewer Service Area
- On-site ISDS Problem Area Identified From Comprehensive Plan
- On-site ISDS Problem Area March 19, 2006

* Map shows approximate limits of existing, approved, and proposed sewer services. Some streets and sections within the delineated areas may not be on sewer.

This map was prepared for the inventory of real property within the Town of North Smithfield. Lots of this tax map are hereby defined by the parcel coordinates identified on the map. Those coordinates should be considered to be the information contained on the map. This Town cannot guarantee and is not responsible for the accuracy of any coordinates contained herein.

Reproduction and viewings of this map were provided by GIS Mapping Services, Inc., 40345 Minnesota Trail, Suite 110, Chaska, MN 55318. Updated: September 2005
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- Freshwater Wetlands
- Additional Areas with Hydric Soils
- Town Boundary
- Lakes & Ponds

Source:
- Wetlands: National Wetlands Inventory
- United States Dept. of the Interior
- Hydric Soils: Soil Conservation Service
- United States Dept. of the Interior and Hydric Soils Map Units of Rhode Island
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WETLAND & HYDRIC SOILS
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